Minutes team leader meeting 06.07.07

Teams attending the meeting:
no Aros
ok CAMBADA
ok CoPS
ok EIGEN
ok Hibikino-Musashi
ok ISocRob
ok Mostly Harmless + AlmaniACs
no NuBot
ok Orient+Trackies
ok Tech. United
ok Tribots

- distribution of stickers for accessing the team area and use on saturday and sunday
- list of person of each team, plus “the others”
- isocrobo agrees to leave their “official ball”?
- techunited agrees to leave their access point for 11a.48?
- packing to be nearly concluded!
- access to the crc is allowed starting 07:00
- timing of semi-finals is quite strict (14:00 , 16:00)
- finalists can stay until 22:00
- finals 3rd / 4th is at 09:00; 1st / 2nd is at 11:00
- award ceremony at 16:00, in the midsize slot we will have awarding of the 1st place at the games, 1st place for the 1st technical challenge, and 1st place for the 2nd technical challenge

- pay attention to terrible refereeing for the semi-finals and the finals
  - pushing
  - illegal defense
  - no hands on any keyboard
  - ball stuck in ball-handling mechanisms